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Abstract

IMPORTANCE Maternal preeclampsia may be one of the early risk factors for childhood and adolescence elevated blood pressure (BP). It is unknown whether the intergenerational association between maternal preeclampsia and offspring BP differs by cord blood vitamin D levels.

OBJECTIVE To assess the associations between maternal preeclampsia and offspring systolic BP (SBP) across childhood and adolescence and to test whether these associations vary by cord blood 25-hydroxyvitamin D [25(OH)D] concentrations (a biomarker of in utero vitamin D status).

DESIGN, SETTING, AND PARTICIPANTS This prospective cohort study analyzed 6669 SBP observations from 754 mother-child pairs from the Boston Birth Cohort, who were enrolled from December 1998 to June 2009. Data were analyzed from October 2019 to March 2020.

EXPOSURES Physician-diagnosed maternal preeclampsia. Plasma 25(OH)D concentrations measured in cord blood samples collected at delivery.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Repeated SBP measures between 3 and 18 years of age. The SBP percentile was calculated based on the 2017 American Academy of Pediatrics hypertension guidelines. Mean difference in SBP percentile in children born to mothers with vs without preeclampsia was compared across different cord blood 25(OH)D levels.

RESULTS There were 6669 SBP observations from the 754 children; 50.0% were female and 18.6% were born preterm. Of the 754 mothers, 62.2% were Black and 10.5% had preeclampsia. Median cord blood 25(OH)D was 12.2 (interquartile range, 7.9-17.2) ng/mL. Maternal preeclampsia was associated with 5.34 (95% CI, 1.37-9.30) percentile higher SBP after adjusting for confounders. This association varied by quartiles of cord blood 25(OH)D concentrations: the differences in SBP percentile comparing children born to mothers with vs without preeclampsia were 10.56 (95% CI, 2.54-18.56) for quartile 1 (lowest), 7.36 (95% CI, 0.17 to 14.88) for quartile 2, 4.94 (95% CI, 3.07 to 12.96) for quartile 3, and -1.87 (95% CI, -9.71 to 5.96) for quartile 4 (highest). When cord blood 25(OH)D was analyzed continuously, children born to mothers with preeclampsia had 3.47 (95% CI, 0.77-6.18) percentile lower SBP per 5 ng/mL 25(OH)D increment. These associations did not differ by child sex or developmental stages.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE In this study of a US high-risk birth cohort, maternal preeclampsia was associated with higher offspring SBP from early childhood to adolescence. These associations were attenuated by higher cord blood 25(OH)D levels in a dose-response fashion. Additional studies, including clinical trials, are warranted.

Key Points

Question What is the association of in utero exposure to preeclampsia with blood pressure in childhood and adolescence, and does the association differ by cord blood vitamin D levels?

Findings In this cohort study of 754 mother-child pairs with 6669 blood pressure observations, maternal preeclampsia was associated with higher offspring systolic blood pressure from early childhood to adolescence. This association, however, was attenuated among children with higher cord blood 25-hydroxyvitamin D levels (reflecting in utero vitamin D status).

Meaning Results of this study suggest that optimizing maternal prenatal vitamin D levels may help prevent the development of high blood pressure in children born to mothers with preeclampsia.
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Introduction

Preeclampsia is the leading cause of maternal and perinatal mortality and morbidity, complicating 2% to 8% of pregnancies worldwide. From 1987 to 2004, the incidence rate of preeclampsia has increased by 24.6% in the US. Simultaneously, the prevalence of childhood elevated blood pressure (BP) has increased in the US by 39% from 1988 to 2008. High childhood BP is associated with hypertension and cardiovascular diseases in adulthood. Identifying antecedents of high childhood BP may thus help to alleviate the global burden of cardiovascular diseases.

Maternal preeclampsia may be one of the earliest risk factors for offspring elevated BP in childhood and adolescence. A meta-analysis of 44293 mother-child dyads from 10 studies found that children born to mothers with preeclampsia have on average 2.4 mm Hg higher systolic BP (SBP). Most studies, however, measured offspring BP at a single point, making it difficult to understand how this association tracks across early child developmental stages. Furthermore, few of these studies evaluated whether preeclampsia affects childhood and adolescent BP differentially by sex, despite studies suggesting that preeclampsia may affect the fetus in a sexually dimorphic fashion.

Vitamin D deficiency has been associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular diseases including preeclampsia. In a recent meta-analysis of 27 randomized clinical trials with 4777 participants, vitamin D supplementation in pregnancy was associated with 0.37 times the odds of developing preeclampsia vs control. Vitamin D also plays a role in fetal development and higher early-life vitamin D levels may be protective against childhood high BP. However, to our knowledge, no study has examined whether the intergenerational association of preeclampsia with childhood and adolescent BP varies by vitamin D status.

In this study, we aimed to assess the associations between maternal preeclampsia and offspring SBP across developmental stages (early childhood [ages 3-5 years], middle childhood [ages 6-12 years], and adolescence [ages 13-18 years]) and to examine whether this association differs by cord blood vitamin D level.

Methods

Study Participants

We used data from the Boston Birth Cohort, an ongoing prospective birth cohort that has been recruiting mother-infant pairs since 1998 from the Boston Medical Center, Boston, Massachusetts. Detailed methods of recruitment have been published previously. Mothers were recruited 24 to 72 hours after delivery. Multiple gestation pregnancies and neonates with major birth defects were excluded from recruitment. Eligible mothers who consented to participate in this study were interviewed through administration of a standardized postpartum questionnaire that collected mother’s sociodemographic information.

This analysis included 754 mother-child pairs of the Boston Birth Cohort who were enrolled from December 1998 to June 2009 and received pediatric primary care at the Boston Medical Center. We excluded pairs who did not have data on maternal preeclampsia diagnosis, cord blood 25-hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D), or child BP from 3 to 18 years of age. A diagram of the participant inclusion and exclusion is shown in eFigure 1 in the Supplement. The follow-up period of this analysis was from February 2002 to May 2018. Data were analyzed from October 2019 to March 2020.

The study was approved by the institutional review boards of the Boston Medical Center and the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health. All mothers provided written informed consent for participation in the study. This study followed the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) reporting guideline for cohort studies.
Maternal Preeclampsia
We extracted physician diagnosed maternal preeclampsia data from the electronic medical records. At the time when mothers in this cohort were pregnant, preeclampsia diagnosis was based on the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 2002 guideline (new onset of SBP ≥140 mm Hg or diastolic BP ≥90 mm Hg after 20 weeks of gestation plus having proteinuria).16

Childhood and Adolescence SBP
Child SBP was measured between 3 and 18 years of age. Clinical staff measured BP using a validated automatic sphygmomanometer (Masimo SET; Masimo Corp) with an appropriately sized cuff at the right brachial artery in a quiet room with the child in a sitting position.17 We calculated child age-, sex-, and height-specific SBP percentile based on the 2017 American Academy of Pediatrics hypertension guidelines.18

Cord Blood Vitamin D Concentrations
Cord blood samples were collected at delivery. We measured concentrations of 25(OH)D₂ and 25(OH)D₃ in cord blood plasma using high-performance liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (HPLC-MS/MS) assay19 and summed the values to derive total 25(OH)D.

We modeled 25(OH)D as a continuous variable, as a categorical variable (by quartiles), and as a binary variable (vitamin D deficient vs not). We defined vitamin D deficiency as cord blood 25(OH)D less than less than 11 ng/mL (to convert to nanomoles per liter, multiply by 2.496) based on the Institute of Medicine Recommendations (1997)20 and consistent with previous studies.21 In a sensitivity analysis, we defined vitamin D deficiency as 25(OH)D less than 20 ng/mL based on the Institute of Medicine Dietary Reference Intakes23 which suggested that this level of plasma 25(OH)D meets the needs of approximately 97.5% of the population for bone health.

Covariates
Maternal race/ethnicity, educational level, smoking status during pregnancy, and prepregnancy body mass index (BMI, calculated as weight in kilograms divided by height in meters squared) were obtained from the postpartum questionnaire. We defined maternal underweight as BMI less than 18.5, normal weight as BMI 18.5 to 25, overweight as BMI 25 to 30, and obese as BMI 30 or greater. We extracted maternal age at delivery and child birth weight, gestational age, and sex from the electronic medical records. We defined preterm birth as gestational age less than 37 weeks and low birth weight as birth weight less than 2500 g. A subsample of children (n = 586) had postnatal 25(OH)D concentration measured using HPLC-MS/MS assay (median [interquartile range] age at measurement, 1.27 [0.82-3.02] years).

Statistical Analysis
We used linear mixed models (random intercepts for each mother-child pair and fixed effects for other covariates) to estimate the associations between maternal preeclampsia and repeated measurements of child SBP percentile. We examined whether the maternal preeclampsia–child SBP association varied by cord blood 25(OH)D level by including a product term of preeclampsia and cord blood 25(OH)D concentration. We visualized the associations between cord blood 25(OH)D and child SBP percentile across all developmental stages by maternal preeclampsia using a fractional polynomial prediction plot. In the subsample with postnatal 25(OH)D concentration measured, we further examined whether postnatal 25(OH)D confounded or modified the association of maternal preeclampsia and child SBP and whether postnatal 25(OH)D was associated with child SBP among those born to mothers with preeclampsia.

We defined confounders as covariates associated with both the exposure (maternal preeclampsia) and the outcome (child SBP) and not in the potential causal pathway.24 We adjusted for confounders including maternal age at delivery (continuous), race/ethnicity (Black; White; Hispanic; others), educational level (less than high school; high school graduate/general educational
development; college graduate or above), smoking status during pregnancy (never, quitted, or continued), and prepregnancy BMI (underweight, normal weight, overweight, or obese). Given the reported seasonal variations of 25(OH)D levels within individuals, we additionally adjusted for season of delivery (Winter: December to February; Spring: March to May; Summer: June to August; Autumn: September to November) in a sensitivity analysis. We coded missing values for categorical variables as a separate category. There were no missing values for the continuous variable maternal age at delivery. In a sensitivity analysis, we used the multiple imputation by chained equations method to account for missing data.

We examined whether the associations differed by potential effect modifiers including child developmental stage (early childhood; middle childhood; adolescence), child sex (male/female), maternal race/ethnicity (Black; Hispanic), preterm birth (yes/no), low birth weight (yes/no), and maternal overweight or obese (yes/no) in the confounder-adjusted models. We included a 3-way interaction term of maternal preeclampsia, cord blood 25(OH)D concentration, and the potential effect modifier and used Wald test to test for the significance of the interaction term.

We compared the baseline characteristics of the 754 mother-child pairs included in this analysis with the 223 pairs excluded due to missing child SBP. To account for potential selection bias, we used the stabilized inverse probability weighting method as a sensitivity analysis. We estimated the probability of having missing child SBP and being excluded from the analysis based on a set of baseline covariates (maternal age at delivery, race/ethnicity, educational level, marital status, smoking status during pregnancy, prepregnancy BMI, preterm birth, and low birth weight) and applied the weights to the regression models that adjusted for potential confounders.

We conducted all analyses using Stata version 15.1 (StataCorp). We considered a 2-sided \( P < .05 \) as statistically significant.

### Results

The analytic data set included 6669 SBP observations from 754 children age 3 to 18 years. The median number of SBP measurements per child was 7.0 (interquartile range, 4.0-11.0). A total of 672 (89.1%) children had SBP measurements in early childhood, 650 (86.2%) in middle childhood, and 143 (19.0%) in adolescence, contributing to 1753, 4265, and 651 SBP measurements, respectively.

The Table presents the characteristics of the mother-child pairs overall and by maternal preeclampsia and cord blood 25(OH)D concentration. Of mothers, 79 (10.5%) had preeclampsia during pregnancy, 469 (62.2%) were Black, 219 (29.0%) did not finish high school education, and 396 (52.5%) were overweight or obese. Of children, 377 (50.0%) were male, 140 (18.6%) were born preterm, and 120 (15.9%) had low birth weight. Median cord blood 25(OH)D concentration was 12.2 (interquartile range, 7.9-17.2) ng/mL; 324 (43.0%) and 626 (83.0%) children had cord blood 25(OH)D less than 11 ng/mL and 20 ng/mL, respectively. eTable 1 in the Supplement shows the characteristics of mother-child pairs by maternal preeclampsia and eTable 2 in the Supplement shows characteristics by quartiles of cord blood 25(OH)D concentration. Mothers who had preeclampsia had higher preganancy BMI (mean, 29.7 vs 26.6) and were more likely to have children born preterm (48.1% vs 15.1%) and low birth weight (43.0% vs 12.7%). Mothers with lower cord blood 25(OH)D concentrations were younger, more likely to be Black, had lower educational level, and were less likely to be married.

Compared with children born to mothers without preeclampsia, those born to mothers with preeclampsia had 5.34 (95% CI, 1.37-9.30) percentile higher SBP after adjusting for confounders. This association did not differ by child developmental stage, sex, maternal race/ethnicity, preterm birth, low birth weight, or maternal overweight or obese status (Figure 1) (eTable 3 in the Supplement). The associations between maternal preeclampsia and child SBP did not change after further adjusting for season of delivery or when using the multiple imputation by chained equations method to account for missing data (eTable 3 in the Supplement).
The association between maternal preeclampsia and child SBP varied by cord blood 25(OH)D concentration ($P = .007$ for interaction between maternal preeclampsia and cord blood 25(OH)D on child SBP). The association between maternal preeclampsia and child SBP was stronger among those...
who had vitamin D deficiency (cord blood 25(OH)D <11 ng/mL) (adjusted β, 7.73; 95% CI, 1.60-13.86) compared with those who did not (adjusted β, 3.71; 95% CI, -1.46 to 8.87). When defining vitamin D deficiency as cord blood 25(OH)D less than 20 ng/mL, the association between maternal preeclampsia and child SBP percentile was 7.49 (95% CI, 3.13-11.85) for those with vitamin D deficiency and -4.19 (95% CI, -13.26 to 4.88) for those without vitamin D deficiency (eTable 4 in the Supplement).

Associations between maternal preeclampsia and child SBP changed in a dose-dependent manner by level of cord blood 25(OH)D concentration (Figure 2) (eTable 4 in the Supplement). By quartiles of cord blood 25(OH)D, the adjusted difference in SBP percentile comparing children born to mothers with vs without preeclampsia were 10.56 (95% CI, 2.55-18.56) for quartiles 1 (lowest), 7.36 (95% CI, -0.17 to 14.88) for quartile 2, 4.94 (95% CI, -3.07 to 12.96) for quartile 3, and -1.87 (95% CI, -9.71 to 5.96) for quartile 4 (highest). Associations also did not change after further adjusting for season of delivery or when using the multiple imputation by chained equations method to account for missing data (eTable 4 in the Supplement).

The fractional polynomial prediction plot showed the association of cord blood 25(OH)D concentration with child SBP percentile across all developmental stages by maternal preeclampsia (Figure 3). For children born to mothers with without preeclampsia, their SBP decreased monotonically with higher cord blood 25(OH)D concentration. There was no association of cord blood 25(OH)D concentration and child SBP for those born to mothers without preeclampsia. After adjustment for confounders, children born to mothers with preeclampsia had 3.47 (95% CI, 0.77-6.18) percentile lower SBP per 5 ng/mL increment in cord blood 25(OH)D. There was no association between cord blood 25(OH)D and SBP among children born to mothers without preeclampsia (0.37 [95% CI, -0.44 to 1.18] percentile increase in SBP per 5 ng/mL increment in cord blood 25(OH)D).

The possible modifying role of cord blood 25(OH)D level in the maternal preeclampsia—child SBP association did not differ by maternal race/ethnicity, preterm birth, low birth weight, or maternal overweight or obese status (eFigure 2 in the Supplement). However, we did observe a stronger decrease in child SBP with increasing cord blood 25(OH)D level during adolescence (compared with early and middle childhood) and for female children (compared with male children).

In the subsample of children (n = 586) with postnatal plasma 25(OH)D measured, postnatal 25(OH)D did not confound or modify the association of maternal preeclampsia and child SBP (eTable 5 in the Supplement). Among those born to mothers with preeclampsia, postnatal 25(OH)D...
concentration was not associated with SBP (adjusted β for change in SBP percentile per 5 ng/mL increment in postnatal 25(OH)D, −1.17; 95% CI, −2.87 to 0.53).

Table 6 in the Supplement shows the characteristics of the mother-child pairs included in vs excluded from the analysis due to missing child SBP. Mothers included were more likely to be Black (469 [62.2%]) and had higher prepregnancy BMI (mean [SD], 26.9 [6.3]); and their children were less likely to have been born preterm (140 [18.6%]). Results did not change after we applied the stabilized inverse probability weights in the regression models. In weighted models that adjusted for potential confounders, maternal preeclampsia was associated with 5.78 (95% CI, 1.99-9.58) percentile higher child SBP; the adjusted difference in SBP percentile comparing children born to mothers with vs without preeclampsia were 11.01 (95% CI, 4.57-17.46) for cord blood 25(OH)D quartile 1 (lowest), 7.66 (95% CI, 0.92-14.39) for cord blood 25(OH)D quartile 2, 5.40 (95% CI, −1.69 to 12.49) for cord blood 25(OH)D quartile 3, and −1.34 (95% CI, −9.83 to 7.15) for cord blood 25(OH)D quartile 4 (highest). Results for other models are shown in eTable 3 and eTable 4 in the Supplement.

Discussion

In this prospective birth cohort of predominately urban, low-income, minority mother-child pairs from Boston, Massachusetts, we found that maternal preeclampsia was associated with higher child SBP from childhood to adolescence. This association, however, varied by cord blood 25(OH)D level, such that in children born to mothers with preeclampsia, higher cord blood 25(OH)D was associated with lower child SBP.

Our findings are consistent with previous studies of maternal preeclampsia and higher childhood and adolescence BP, 28-36 although some did not find such associations 37-40 or found the associations attenuated after adjusting maternal BMI. 41 Most of these previous studies, however, focused on a specific child age or developmental stage and thus do not examine the association of preeclampsia with child BP across developmental stages. Our study findings suggest that the association between maternal preeclampsia and child SBP presents in both male and female participants, and persists from early childhood to late adolescence, independent of maternal BMI. Additionally, the inverse association of cord blood 25(OH)D and child SBP among children born to mothers with preeclampsia appears to be stronger in female than male participants. This finding merits further investigation given previous reports that the association between preeclampsia and child BP may be sex-specific 28 and recent evidence showing that women are disproportionally affected by cardiovascular disease risk factors. 42,43

Figure 3. Fractional Polynomial Prediction Plot Showing the Association Between Cord Blood 25-Hydroxyvitamin D (25(OH)D) Concentration and Child Systolic Blood Pressure Percentile

Observations with cord blood 25(OH)D concentration <1 percentile or >99 percentile were excluded. Shaded areas indicate 95% CIs. Q indicates quartile.
Several possible mechanisms may be factors in the association between maternal preeclampsia and child BP. Fetal origins of cardiovascular pathology start in utero. Animal and human studies have shown that maternal preeclampsia is associated with offspring vascular and cardiac abnormalities, and higher inflammation and oxidative stress. Some of these associations may be sexually dimorphic. In a sibling study, Jayet et al found that children born to mothers with preeclampsia had higher pulmonary artery pressure and lower flow-mediated dilation compared with their siblings born when the mother did not have preeclampsia. Other possible explanations include shared genetic or familial environmental and lifestyle characteristics. Preeclampsia has a heritability at 55%–60%. The genetic contribution to preeclampsia has been confirmed in studies and multiple candidate genes linked to preeclampsia have been identified. This genetic predisposition to preeclampsia may be inherited by the offspring and cause higher BP.

Vitamin D may be associated with cardiovascular health and cardiovascular physiology and pathology through multiple pathways, as noted by Normal et al and Al Mheid et al, which include regulations of myocyte proliferation and hypertrophy and the renin-angiotensin system. Vitamin D also may be a factor in implantation, placentation, and angiogenesis processes and is essential for maintaining a healthy pregnancy. Mechanisms on how vitamin D may modify the association between preeclampsia and child BP, however, is unclear. Our findings need to be replicated in other observational studies. Whether replicated, this benefit also needs to be confirmed in future clinical trials of vitamin D supplementation in pregnancies with preeclampsia with long term follow-up of their children. This cautious interpretation of our study findings owes to the inconclusive findings of randomized clinical trials examining how vitamin D supplementation may reduce adult BP.

Strengths and Limitations
This study has several strengths. First, we were able to examine the association of maternal preeclampsia with offspring SBP from early childhood to adolescence, and simultaneously evaluate the possible modifying role of cord blood vitamin D. Second, maternal preeclampsia was physician diagnosed and was extracted from the electronic medical records. Third, we had a large sample size with a median of 7 SBP observations per child, thus minimizing measurement error. Fourth, our sample predominantly comprised underrepresented (62% Black, 19% Hispanic) mothers and preterm birth children (19%); thus our findings are directly relevant to this important segment of the population.

This study has limitations. First, as an observational study, unmeasured confounding may exist. This is particularly true with respect to maternal nutritional factors (eg, protein and serum uric acid level) and certain lifestyle factors such as sunlight exposure which are difficult to measure and may change over the seasons of the year. However, in sensitivity analyses, we did not find that seasonality altered our associations. Low cord blood 25(OH)D levels may also reflect a poorer maternal health status in general which may predispose their children to higher BP. In this analysis, we did adjust for a comprehensive set of confounders including educational level as a measure of socioeconomic status, which has also been associated with diet quality and lifestyle. Second, we did not have data on the onset time of preeclampsia and were thus not able to distinguish the effects of early- vs late-onset of preeclampsia that may differ in pathogenesis and pathophysiology. Nevertheless, children born to women with early-onset of preeclampsia are more likely to have younger gestational age at birth and we did not find the associations examined in this analysis differ by preterm birth status. Third, we did not measure vitamin D concentration in maternal blood in our study. Fourth, a small proportion of children (n = 67 [8.9%]) only had 1 SBP measured during follow up.

Conclusions
This study found maternal preeclampsia to be associated with higher child BP from early childhood to adolescence. Adequate cord blood 25(OH)D levels may modify this association. For mothers who experience preeclampsia during pregnancy, optimizing vitamin D levels may help prevent their...
children from developing high BP and future cardiovascular diseases. Future prospective birth cohorts and clinical trials are needed to confirm this benefit.
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